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Dear Parents/Guardians and Learners
2020 has tried its best to ruin some of the best parts of the school year; things we had looked forward to and
planned weeks in advance. However, the past two weeks have been filled with events that I honestly didn’t
think would take place this year. From Drama practicals and Visual Art showcases to Cross-over Day and
mentor training. The great success of each of these events showed me how resilient, strong and adapatable
the Curro wolf pack is.
The Matric Valedictory at Hillcrest Quarry is a day that will forever be sealed in my memory. Although the
weather attempted to throw a tantrum their way, the Matrics never faltered. The camaraderie, love and
fierceness that have come to define these learners pushed the storm clouds from their special day.
The Awards Ceremony filled me with pride and showed me that we are capable of overcoming any challenge.
Cheering and crying happy tears from the comfort of my couch was one of the highlights of my year. The
Grade 11s kept this positive momentum going with their creative costumes for Cross-over Day and brought
the sun along with them to the beach, teaching me that we are able to find happiness in the midst of a chaotic
year.
These two weeks have filled me with a warm and fuzzy feeling. I know that our staff and learners will continue
to shine this positive light during the last two months of this term.
I am honoured to call all of you my Curro family.
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ACADEMICS
IEB Final Practical Exam – Dramatic Arts
Lights! Camera! Action! This years’ final Dramatic Arts practical examination was completed a little differently.
Instead of our usual live performance showcase with audiences, learners had to adapt and perform in front
of a camera. The learners had to prepare and perform two pieces that showcase their skills as an actor. They
had to perform an individual piece which could be either a monologue or prose. Their second piece was an
own choice in which learners could choose from various performance styles, consisting of monologue, prose,
scenes, musical theatre, poetry, physical expression or spoken word.
We are extremely proud of the standard of work delivered by our current Grade 12 Drama group, even though
this year had many challenges.
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Grade 12 Visual Arts Portfolio Showcase
On Thursday, 15 October, the Grade 12 Visual Arts learners had the opportunity to showcase their practical
portfolio works during a small function held for their parents and staff. Zara Healey wrote this lovely message
to the matric Visual Arts learners of 2020 on behalf of the current Grade 11 Visual Arts learners:
This has been the most unpredictable year in our school’s history. We’ve all had to learn how to adapt to fastpaced changes. It has taught us that change is a challenge to be overcome and not something to be feared,
and that we are strong and capable of adapting positively. In a world that is looking very dull and grey – art
always brings colour, diversity and excitement. This has been a tough year making your theme for the year
accurate: ‘Every act of creation is first an act of destruction.’ I believe this year has made all of you stronger
and ready to face whatever lies ahead. We thank you for being our mentors in 2020 and trust that next year
will have wonderful fresh new surprises for you filled with creative opportunities.
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Awards Ceremony 2020
On Thursday, 8 October, we made Curro history with our first ever live-stream Awards Ceremony.
Congratulations to all the award winners and a huge thank you to everyone who tuned in and made this
evening possible. If you missed it, you can view the event here:
https://www.facebook.com/CurroDurbanville/videos/1778518242304498

GENERAL
Executive Committee of the Learner Council
We are proud to announce the Executive Committee of 2021! Congratulations on your election and we look
forward to celebrating everything you accomplish in the next year.
Head Boy: Christopher Swart
Head Girl: Emma Beckley
Deputy Head Boy: Joshua Lombard
Deputy Head Girl: Chido Tambara
Secretary: Iyabazi Rojie
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Learner Council Camp
From 2 - 3 October the Learner Council of 2021 attended a leadership development camp. The first part of
the camp took place at school, in the HPC centre, under the guidance of our Learner Council teachers, Ms
Stoop, Mr Pretorius and Ms Ackerman. The learners went through their VISA personality test results and
talked about the events, duties and responsibilities they will have in the term ahead. Pizza and drinks were
enjoyed, and a warm welcome was also given by Ms Swanepoel and Mr Stroebel.
The next day the learners met at Taaibosch camp site. They listened to many wise words by the camp owner
and organiser, Flip Vorster, and participated in fun team-building activities in order to improve their leadership
skills, while bonding as a council. The various activities promoted communication, teamwork, patience,
planning and strategic thinking. They also voted for their executive committee at the end of the day, after
having experienced each Grade 11 learner’s leadership style and personality.
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Grade 12 Mentors 2021
Congratulations to the following learners who were elected as the Grade 12 mentors of 2021. These learners
will be responsible for guiding a group of Grade 8 learners in their transition to high school, and setting them
on the path to success. On Thursday, 15 October they participated in their first training session and are
excited to welcome the new Grade 8 cubs of 2021 to the wolf pack at orientation next year.

Kayla Albertus
Yazeed Arendse
Anke Botha
Marcelle Coetzee
Daniel Cobellari
Joshua Cupido
Connor Daniels
Alicia de Lange
Anneri de Villiers

Thalia Devan
Kahill Devcharran
Cara du Plessis
Caitlin Eagar
Cameron Fourie
Megan Gabrielse
Leanne Gietzmann
Tiffany Gietzmann
Zara Healey

Jacqueline Heyns
Nina Hipkin
Urika Hsu
Joshua Jordan
Nathan Just
André Kotze
Ava Kruger
Zoë Lamohr
Emile Louis

Ross Moors
Rhea Naidoo
Maeesha Parker
Xander Rall
Amor Rhode
Megan Schneigansz
Micia Smit
Mieke Stander
Andrea Swanepoel

Ashleigh Sykes
Kim Toerien
Hannah Twigg
Nerine van der Walt
Gustav van Schalkwyk
Ayanda Vilakazi
Aidan Wilson
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Matric Valedictory
A very special Valedictory service was held for our Matrics and their families at the Hillcrest Quarry
Roadhouse Drive-in on Friday, 9 October. In true 2020 style, we were forced to roll with the punches in terms
of the weather, but nothing could detract from the joy and overflowing of emotions experienced by all. The
day ended with the Matrics singing the school song for the last time and the symbolic tradition of each one
of them ringing the Matric Bell. Many thanks to the high school PAC for funding this event, without whom it
would not have been possible. We wish all of our Matrics the very best for their final exams.
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Grade 11 Cross-Over Day
On Monday, 12 October 2020, our Grade 11s officially became the seniors of Curro Durbanville. For Crossover, the theme was Movies and TV shows. They were dressed most creatively – there were Mean Girls, life
savers, anime characters and even a Barney.
At 10:00, they travelled to Big Bay, Blouberg, to enjoy the rest of the morning together at the beach. The
Grade 11s could not wait to spread their towels on the white beach with the crystal blue sea and Table
Mountain in the back ground. Some went to the restaurants or to an ice-cream shop and others played soccer
and frisbee on the grass. It was clear that everyone had a lot of fun and felt it was a bonding experience
which bodes well for the Matric Class of 2021!

SPORT
Motorsport – Troy Dolinschek
We are incredibly proud of Troy Dolinschek (Grade 8) who has achieved SA Championship status in
Motorsport. Troy is currently the South African Champion. He also received full Western Province colours
and he was awarded a ticket to compete at the World Finals in Italy, where he made it through to the final
round of that competition. Troy is about to start racing cars on the main circuit in a BMW 135 and also race
a Formula Ford 1600 at racetracks around the country. During the pandemic, Troy started online racing and
currently races for an international team, namely SIMRACE247. He also races online most Monday nights
in a VW Jetta Cup series under TMSA Racing on Facebook. He is currently leading the championships.
Well done, Troy, on these incredible achievements. We look forward to hearing about many more.
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IMPORTANT DATES: TERM 4
October
22
Young Performers Virtual Concert Part 4
27
Grade 8 2021 Information Evening
November
2
Grade 8 – 11 Exams start
Thank you for your continued support.
Kind regards

________________________
Ms K Human
Newsletter: Coordinator

________________________
Mr R Stroebel
Head: High School

________________________
Ms J Swart
Editor

________________________
Mr DD van Zyl
Executive Head
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